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–Denise Appleby, APA, CISP, CRC, CRPS, CRSP

Woe to the taxpayer who runs afoul of the numerous and confusing IRA 
rules. There are forms to file, contributions to make, distributions to 
take, and penalties to avoid. While corrections are possible, it’s best to 
avoid mistakes in the first place. Here’s what you need to know.
IRAs come with a lot of rules, especially when it 
comes to taxes. Failure to follow the rules can result in 
penalties, excise taxes, double taxation, and in a worst-
case scenario, the loss of your tax-deferred status. Here 
are a few tips that can help you avoid unnecessary—
and costly—errors.

IRA contributions: eligibility and 
operational requirements
You must meet certain requirements in order to be 
eligible to make contributions to IRAs. Failure to 
meet these requirements can result in excess IRA 
contributions. Excess contributions that are not 
properly corrected can result in double taxation and 
excise tax being owed to the IRS. The following are 
some general eligibility requirements that must be met 
for IRA contributions.

• Eligible income required. Regular IRA contributions 
must be made from eligible compensation, such 
as W-2 wages and/or salary, commissions, self-
employment income, nontaxable combat pay, and 
other amounts earned from working.

• Special rule for spouses. If a wife, for example, 
does not earn income from working outside the 
home but is married to someone who does, her IRA 
contribution can be based on her working spouse’s 
income. In such cases, the couple must file a joint 
federal tax return.

• Contribution limit. The dollar limit for IRA 
contributions is the lesser of (a) $6,000, plus $1,000 
if you are age 50 or older by the end of the year, or 
(b) 100% of the eligible compensation you receive 
for the year. As a result, if you earned only $3,000 
for the year, the maximum amount that can be 
contributed to your IRA for the year is $3,000.

• MAGI limit. Contributions cannot be made to Roth 
IRAs if your modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) 
exceeds a certain amount. Roth IRA contribution 
limits are phased out if the MAGI falls within a 
certain range.

• Age limit. Contributions cannot be made to your 
traditional IRA for the year your reach age 70½ and 
after. This limitation does not apply to Roth IRA 
contributions.
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• Deposit deadline. IRA contributions must
be made by your tax filing due date, which
generally is April 15 for calendar-year tax filers.
Tax filing extensions do not apply. If you make
any contributions between Jan. 1 and April 15
for the previous year, you must clearly designate
which year contributions apply. Failure to include
that information may result in the IRA custodian
applying the contribution to the current year.

If you made IRA contributions and did not meet the 
income and age requirements where applicable, the 
contributions must be corrected under the “return of 
excess contributions” procedures.

Under these procedures, excess contributions must be 
removed by your tax filing due date plus extensions, 
and must be accompanied by any net income 
attributable (NIA) to the contributions. NIA can be 
earnings or losses, and are determined using an IRS-
provided formula. If the IRA custodian will not perform 
the calculation, the formula—which can be found in IRS 
Publication 590, Individual Retirement Arrangements 
(IRAs)—can be used.

Basis-related activity
IRS Form 8606, “Nondeductible IRAs,” must be filed to 
report basis-related activity, including nondeductible 
contributions made to traditional IRAs, and 
distributions/Roth conversions from traditional IRAs if 
you have any basis in any traditional IRA.

Reporting nondeductible contributions
Nondeductible traditional IRA contributions and 
rollover of after-tax amounts from an employer-
sponsored retirement plan—such as a 401(k) plan—
creates basis in the IRA. IRS Form 8606 must be filed for 
every nondeductible contribution made to traditional 
IRAs. Failure to file Form 8606 to report a nondeductible 
IRA contribution may result in a penalty of $50 being 
owed to the IRS, unless you can show “reasonable 
cause” for the failure.

Avoiding double taxation for 
distributions of basis 
Generally, distributions from IRAs are treated as taxable 
income. However, distributions of basis amounts 
are not taxable. Unfortunately, many individuals pay 
income tax on basis amounts, because IRS Form 8606 
was not filed when it should have been.

To prevent this from occurring, IRS Form 8606 must be 
filed for any year you make a withdrawal or convert 
amounts from a traditional IRA, if the IRA has basis. For 
this purpose, all your traditional IRAs, SEP IRAs, and 
SIMPLE IRAs are treated as one traditional IRA.

Form 8606 and its instructions helps you, the IRS, and 
other interested parties determine the non-taxable 
portion of IRA distributions and conversions.
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Roth IRA Contribution MAGI Limits & Phase-Outs

Tax Filing Status 2019 MAGI Allowed Contribution

Single $122,000 to $137,000 Partial

More than $137,000 None

Married filing jointly $193,000 or less 100%

$193,000-$203,000 Partial

More than $203,000 None

Married filing separately $10,000 or less Partial

More than $10,000 None

Source: Appleby Retirement Consulting, Inc.
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Claim exceptions and pay penalties
IRS Form 5329, “Additional Taxes on Qualified Plans 
(Including IRAs) and Other Tax-Favored Accounts,” is 
used to report additional taxes such as the:

• 10% early distribution penalty on distributions that 
occur before the account owner reaches age 59½

• 6% excise tax on excess contributions that are not 
corrected by the applicable deadline

• 50% excess accumulation penalty on required 
minimum distributions (RMDs) that are not 
withdrawn by the deadline

The 10% penalty
Distributions that are made from retirement accounts 
before you reach age 59½ are subject to a 10% early 
distribution penalty unless an exception applies. 
In some cases, IRA custodians will indicate that an 
exception applies by inputting the applicable code 
in Box 7 of IRS 1099-R, “Distributions from Pension, 
Annuities, Retirement or Profit-Sharing Plans, IRAs, 
Insurance Contracts, etc.”

Form 1099-R is used to report distributions from 
retirement accounts. If you qualify for an exception, 
but the custodian does not input the exception code in 
Box 7, Form 5329 can be filed to claim the exception. 
Form 5329 can also be filed if the custodian incorrectly 
indicates that an exception applies, when it does not.

The 6% excise tax
Generally, excess contributions and ineligible rollover 
amounts that are not corrected by the tax filing due 
date—including extensions—are subject to a 6% 
excise tax for every year the amount remains in the 
IRA. In such cases, the penalty must be calculated and 
reported on IRS Form 5329.

The 50% accumulation tax
You must begin taking RMDs from your traditional, SEP, 
and SIMPLE IRAs for the year you reach age 70½ and 
continue for every year thereafter for as long as you live.

Generally, RMD amounts must be withdrawn  
by Dec. 31 of the year for which they are due. An 
exception applies for the year you reach age 70½, 
allowing the RMD for that year to be taken as late as 
April 1 of the following year.

If you miss an RMD deadline, you will owe the IRS a 50% 
excess accumulation penalty on the RMD shortfall. The 
IRS will waive the penalty if the deadline was missed 
due to “reasonable cause.”

IRA owners who miss their RMD deadlines must file 
IRS Form 5329 to either report and pay the penalty, or 
request the waiver if eligible.

Prevention is better than cure
While operational failures and ineligible contributions 
can be corrected, it is usually more practical and less 
costly to prevent them from happening in the first place. 
Talk to your financial advisor and/or a tax professional 
for guidance on how to prevent costly mistakes.

Denise Appleby is CEO of Appleby Retirement 
Consulting, Inc., a firm that provides a wide range 
of retirement products and services to financial, 
tax, and legal professionals. Denise is also creator 
and CEO of the consumer education website 
retirementdictionary.com.

Disclosure text donec ultricies euismod erat, id malesuada mi fermentum et. Nam efficitur, eros eget maximus hendrerit, turpis erat porta tellus, ut hendrerit
lacus velit venenatis dolor. Nam ut condimentum turpis. Nunc feugiat vel sem dictum pharetra. Phasellus pretium augue sit amet quam tempus, in volutpat eros
scelerisque. Aenean porta libero luctus est elementum consectetur. Fusce pulvinar suscipit urna, nec luctus sapien tristique quis. Morbi ultricies lorem nulla, sit
amet scelerisque diam interdum ut. Etiam dapibus nibh mauris, eu rutrum eros semper tincidunt. Nunc gravida nisi sit amet urna hendrerit facilisis. Mauris
consequat scelerisque ante, eu mollis urna egestas id. Aliquam ac scelerisque lorem, non euismod urna. Fusce ac enim mauris. Proin laoreet dictum leo, et cursus
felis laoreet sit amet. Ut tempor euismod efficitur. Vivamus et leo eu ligula semper viverra tempor ac quam.Sam
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